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Carex 32-inch Ultra Grabber
Grab the Ultra Grabber when you can’t reach — or don’t
want to touch — an object. Use its rubber suction cups to
pick something off the floor, retrieve what you need from
a high shelf, change a lightbulb or dispose of an

GERBERGEAR.COM

JULESSMITHDESIGNS.COM

unsanitary item. The grabber closes tightly around an
object with minimal effort. Ultra Grabber rotates 360
degrees and has a wrist support. $28.65 More
information: http://bit.ly/1Qcz8IJ
Find the best price: http://bit.ly/1XXTYgi
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AncestryDNA
If knowing everyone on the family tree isn’t enough,
Ancestry.com can help loved ones uncover their
ethnic mix, close or distant relatives and new details
about family history, all with a simple saliva sample.
Once the website receives the sample, it will be
compared with others in the world’s largest consumer
genomics database to identify the people who share
that DNA and possible related ancestors. $99. More
information: http://dna.ancestry.com/

Gerber
Freescape
Small
Lantern
A gentle tap
turns on this
80-lumens
lantern that
will come in
handy for
camping or during a power outage.
Light is emitted through the frosted
side lens and through the bottom for
use either above a table or on it. Uses
three AA batteries and has a dimmer.
Water resistant. $59. More
information: http://bit.ly/1SzIZGR
Find the best price:
http://bit.ly/1S9Pxev

newsday.com

The Extreme Magic Opener
Gear-like grabbers help flip, twist and pop off all sizes
and types of can and bottle tops. It also has a
conventional opener for metal bottle caps, as well as one
for pop tops and tabs. A magnetic back will cling to the
refrigerator, so it can be found easily. $24.99. More
information: http://bit.ly/1kjwtA9

Jules Smith
Interlinked
Statement
Necklace
Whether out to
lunch or out on
the town, this
chain bib
necklace by Jules
Smith will be the
accent piece of any
outfit. Made of
goldtone-plated metal,
the 15-inch necklace
(with three-inch extension)
has a lobster clasp closure and
a 4.5-inch drop
$49. More Information:
http://bit.ly/1NAzHdT

ANCESTRY.COM

Therapedic Silky Plush
Warming Blanket
For anyone who’s
cold all the time,
this blanket
features preheat
technology and a
dual-zone
programmable
digital controller
with 10 heat
settings and a timer
that runs from 30
minutes to 12 hours,
with auto shut-off and
overheat protection.
Machine washable and
dryer-safe polyester
plush. From $79.99.
More information:
http://bit.ly/1WFwr6H
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